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ved prakash sharma faculty at national institute of technology, srinagar gorakhpur, uttar pradesh, india 109 connections. view ved
prakash sharmas profile on linkedin, the worlds largest professional community. ved prakash has 3 jobs listed on their profile. the first
two novels of sharma, jurm ki maa and jurm ki maa (mother of crime) were released in 1962 and 1963. jurm ki maa was a blockbuster

novel, and became a bestseller in the world. it was also translated in many languages and became a bestseller in some foreign countries.
in 2020, ved prakash sharma released kubda. this time its a sequel, and the first of the sequels. he has written quite a few books too, like

bahu ki awaaz, jurm ki maa (mother of crime), jurm ki maa (mother of crime) sequel, jurm ki maa: naye dilli mein (nowhere else) and
others. based on the estimation of literary analysis, he has been successful enough to write around 156 novels, and has also been made

a screenwriter for a hindi movie. as per the fact, he has been termed as the “budhha” (loosely translated as writer/editor). his novel,
‘vijay vikas’ is a must-read for everyone who is looking for a thriller novel. it is one of the best hindi novels, written by ved prakash

sharma, and published by his publishing company, ‘ved prakash sharma shala’. so, here are the five tips to be followed if you are about
to read his novel, ‘vijay vikas’. they are: 1. the reason you should read it: it is one of the best novel, written by ved prakash sharma, who
is a very popular hindi novelist. his novel ‘vijay vikas’ is one of the best hindi novels, written by ved prakash sharma, and published by his
publishing company, ‘ved prakash sharma shala’. so, here are the five tips to be followed if you are about to read his novel, ‘vijay vikas’.

they are:
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